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Coffee is one of the most important agricultural commodities and ensures the livelihood of 
more than 80 million people worldwide. The mode of coffee processing, whether wet or dry, 
determines the flavor characteristic  and also the seed quality. Novel, high-throughput, deep-
sequencing technologies are making an impact on genomic research by providing new strategies 
to analyze the functional complexity of transcriptomes. The RNA-Seq approach produces 
millions of short cDNA reads that are mapped to a reference genome to obtain a genome-scale 
transcriptional map, which consists of the transcriptional structure and the expression level 
for each gene. In this study we applied Illumina sequencing technology and the Venn diagram 
analysis for differential expression. Coffee seeds were processed by three different methods, 
dry, semi-dry or wet, and were dried under shade or dryer conditions. The samples were used to 
prepare a cDNA library for sequence analysis via Illumina (HiSeq 2000). After removal of low-
quality reads, a total of 125,829,579 high-quality 50 bp reads were identified. The reads were 
assembled using Trinity program using default parameters. It was compared our data against 
ESTs Brazilian Coffee Genome data and Coffee Colombian data. As can be seen in the Venn 
diagram representation, we´ve got more blast in ESTs Brazilian Coffee Genome data than in 
Coffee Colombian data, indicating an alignment of 20,509 common sequences between ESTs 
Brazilian Coffee Genome and “Assembly de Novo” sequence (our data).
Venn diagram showing different alignment against ESTs Brazilian Coffee Genome Project and 
Colombian Coffee data.
